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What do Reflectlon and En'lotion got to do with it? My Journey as a Novice
Flesearcher

Rochel J, Freemon,
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Llniversity of Namibia, rfreeman@unam.na

ABSTRACT

ln this manuscript I om attempting to provide insight into my journey os a novice
reseqrcher completing my Master's research that explored Working Wamen's Perceptions
of Power, Gender-Based violence and Hlv-infection (Freeman, 201.0). I considered
reflexivity as it relotes to the anolysis of quolitative data by drawing and reflecting on my
master's studies in the field of sociology. The study explored working women's perceptions
of power, gender-based violence ond HtV-infection risks within intimate relotionships. This
problem was addressed by conducting an exploratory study with flve femole employees in
tln ilirline business who pu.tiiipoted in in.depth, face-to-foce interviews. ihis manuscript
covers o brief introduction to reflexivity in qualitative data analysis, provides a reflective
account, Theoretical Perspective, lnterpersonal ond lnstitutionql conkrt of reseorch, the
Emotional Response to Methodology ond concludes with some lessons learned ond
re co m m e n d ati ons for oth er n ov i c e res e a rch e rs.

Keywords: Reflective Account, Reflexivity, and Qualitative Data Anolysis.

L. INTRODUCTION

This manuscript is based on the research project undertaken for my master studies, which
vrlas an exploration of Working Women's Perceptions of Power, Gender-Based Violence
and HlV-infection (Freeman, 2010). lt was a qualitative study in which participants were
identified using purposive sampling and data was collected using semi-structured,
individual in-depth, face-to-face interviews, following a narrative approach. lnterview
data was analysed and interpreted by applying a generalised inductive approach for
qlualitative data analysis. This manuscript presents a brief overview of qualitative research
in order to provide a backdrop for the research within which I am demonstrating the
significance of reflexivity within this context.

1.1 Purpose of Reflexivity

ln an important discussion about the implications of the values, histories and social
locations of researchers who engage in the study of other people's lives, Mauthner and
Doucet (2003) encourage qualitative researchers to develop a practical and visible process
of reflectivity. The authors are of the opinion that in this process an understanding of the
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relation to the research and an accounting for one's research choices are

recommended. These authors note that the literature on reflectivity focuses on the

implications of researchers' epistemological position on their analytic and interpretive

approaches to conducting research and conveying findings'

Malacrida (2007, p.1329-1339) further exptains that traditional epistemological concerns

in clualitative ,"r".r.nlo*s on the effects of researchers'values and emotions in choices

of research topics, power relations with research participants and the influence of

researchers standpoints on data collection and analysis. At the same time' the research

process also affects the researchers' values, emotions and starrdpolnts' ln rnan'i ways

qualitative research *ith urln"rable and marginalized people is akin to witnessing

(Malacrida, 2oo7l. Undertaking sensitive qualitative research is necessary if researchers

want to enhance their undersianding of the issues that affect people in today's society

(Dickson-Swift, James, Kippen & Liamputtong' 2006)'

Dickson-swift et o/ (2006) explain that qualitative research requires the researcher to

immerse themselves in the topic they are studying and to undertake personal interaction

withparticipants.MyprimaryreasonforengaginginsuchresearchWastoprovidean
opportunity fo," 

"rrn.ipatory 
knowledge production in whiih participants' stories were

told as a way of naming hurts and outlining injustices and as a way to move towards

positive social change and this motivated me as a researcher' ln this reflective account as

a novice researcher, before inspiring upcorning researchers to be reflexive about how

they examine research participant's accounts of their lives, it seems proper for me to

reflect upon my own account and why I am concerned with reflexivity in qualitative data

aiialyiis, My curiosily in reflexivity generally, and as it relays to data'analysis-in particular'

is more recent. lt has developed largely in response to an increasing awareness of how

limited my reflexive processes were at the time of my master research'

t.2 Reflective Account

This reflective account considers reflectivity as it relates to the analysis of qualitative data

by drawing and reflecting on my own master studies' According to Lietz' Langer & Furman

(2006,p'444),reflexivityis,,oneamongotherstrategiesthatqualitativeresearchersmust
engage in order to describe research findings in a way that authentically represent the

meanings as describeJ;; ;" participanti,,. Lietz et at (2006, p.4a7l as cited in Horsburg

(2003,p'30s)arguethatreflexivityis..anactiveacknowledgementbyaresearcherthat
his or her own actions and decisions will inevitably influence upon the meaning and

context of the experience under investigations"'

Reflexivityinvolvesdeconstructingwhoweareandthewaysinwhichourbeliefs,
experiences and identity intersect witl that of participants' Dowling (2006) encourages

researcherstoengageincontinuesself-critiqueandself-appraisalandtolookcloselyat
how their experience shapes or influences ihe stages of the research process' and to

emphasis not on 'looking good" but on self-revelation' A self-reflective question that
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arose was: As a researcher, can lreally be a good researcher without self-awareness and

self-concept?

I am a Social worker by profession, familiar with counselling. I have experience in working

with women on the issue of gender-based violence and HIV and AIDS for many years' I

know and understand the different cultures that are Baster, Nama-Damara, oshiwambo

and otjiherero. The knowledge, understanding and respect of different cultures play an

important role in the research process. ln this regard, reflexivity is an important part of

qualitative enquiry because it is through this reflexivity that qualitative researchers can

ponder the ways in which who they are may both assist and hinder the process of co-

constructing meaning. Babbie and Mouton (2008, p'317) point out "that reactivity might

occur in su-ch stu.dies,, si_nse research participants react to the*"characteristics of the

researcher". Given my proLssional status in the workplace'as 
"JSSdal Worker who was

responsible for employee wellness, and having been a working colleague to the

participants with whom the interviews were conducted, personal and emotionally

overwhelming issues were of concern.

However, I did not allow my professional role to interfere with my role as a researcher' I

ensured that I remained the investigator, not the helper or counsellor. I guarded against

this problem by approaching the study with great caution. lremained cognisant and

vigilant of this possibility and therefore ensured referral systems in place' ln cases where a

participant got emotional, I immediately stopped the interview in order to allow the

participant to calm down. ln such cases, I referred participants to relevant helping

professionals, such as psychologists. I proceeded with interviews only with the permission

of the participant, a practice recommenCed by Dickson-Swift, James, & Liamputtong

(2008).

Reflexivity considers the multiple identities and perspectives of the researchers in

consideration of ways in which these factors could both support the process of data

analysis while also acknowledging the potentials for reactivity and bias' ln order to

succeed in the data analysis and interpretation, it was important for me to know who I

am, where I am coming from, my culture, betief system, strength and weakness' These

irrsights formed a bac[drop to. data-gathering using a narrative approach in which a

volunteer sample of women were asked to retell actual stories of power, gender-based

violence and HIV-infection risks within their intimate relationships. ln this regard, the

proposed study sought to uncover women's experiences of the "web of abuse and the

personal and external resources from which they can draw to shift the balance of control

vrithin such relationships" (Kirkwood 1995, p'85)'

lrr 2008, llaunched the "l"-stories booklet that chronicled real life stories of Namibian

women who spoke out against gender-based violence during the Sr'xteen Days of Activism

Compoign against violence ogainst women. The theme of the "|"-stories booklet was:

Itealing through the Power of the Pen. This was a series of first-hand accounts of wonren

vuho have experienced gender-based violence, and included themes such as domestic

violence, rape, child abuse, poverty, and Hlv infection after a sexual assault' The aim was
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to create a safe and supportive platform where women could gain emotional healing in' the telling and writing of their p"rson.l accounts.

For the writers it was empowering to tell their stories, because it formed part of atransition from victim to survivor (Namibian voices for Development, 200g). lt was duringthe Sr)rteen Doys of Activism..ipricn and after receiving copies of the ,,r,,_stories
booklet' that five women employed in an airline business in Namibia approached me andvoiced their need to be given an opportunity to share their perceptions of gender power,gender-based violence and Hlv-infection risks both in their intimate relationships and atthe workplace' For the purpose of my research, I approached these five working womento form part ofthe study.

Reinharz (L992' as cited by Malacrida , 2oo7 ) claims that research that is rooted in theneeds and concerns of individuals and is engaged in with full reflexivity concerning theemotions and values embedded in the research process has the potential to changeresearch participants and researchers alike. Reinharz (1,gg2, as quoted by Malacrida,2007) argues that such research is transformative and n", in" potential to engenderpowerful and positive social change. Thus, emotions in research are unavoidable but alsodesirable, indeed necessary, to the goars of constructing emancipatory knowredge(Malacrida, 2oo7). when r decided to wn-te about workin, *o-,,,un,, perceptions of power,gender-based violence and H|V-infection risks among iemale emproyees in an airlinebusiness' ethical issues were took into account whereby lsought formal ethical clearancefrom the University of south Africa's Ethical clearance commit*tee. I submitted a researchproposal for approval of human participation research as well as information- an,cinformed consent letters that were given to the respondents before the interview couljtake place' The research propos"t.*arsubmittecl'ancl presented to the university,s EthicsCommittee for approval which was g..nt"J.

L.3 ' lmportance of Reflective Journaling

In the beginning of the research project, r was very enthusiastic about my studies,holvever being early in the project lexperienced my own health crisis and also lost someof my course work submitted to the University of South Africa, r had to dear with myfeelings of lost and devastation. Throughout the process of undertal<ing the emotionally-Iaden research, and experiencing ,uch chailenges, r utirized a ran€e of methods to try andreduce the impact that the research had on me in order to stiengtnen my abirity as aresearcher to be reflective.

Malacrida (2007' p' 1329-1339) states "traditional reflective journaling is very importantin ensuring the emotionar safety of researchers,,. rn this regard, my first approach was toundertake reflective journaring which was commonry recommended by researchsupervisors and acadernics' lt was important for me to locate mysetr within the researchprocess' and to acknowledge, and be aware of the role t playei within the researchcontext, incruding the impacts the research had on ,". R;;;; (1999) exprains that
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reflexivity can be a difficult, but important aspect of sensitive research, because it is seen
as a vital process if researchers are to explore emotional reactions and make honest sense
of participant's experiences, whilst also end6rsing current knowledge and elucidating new
ideas. My personal and ethical relationship to the research undoubtedly contributed and
articulated confusions and tensions. lfelt how these manifested themselves in some of
the marked coursework.

For rne my personal crisis led to a renewed intimacy with my research topic and an ethic
of responsibility to the stories of others that empowered me to move closer to the
rnaterials, where I said to myself: "You are going to make a success of your master
studies". The most effective way for me to undertake the research process successfully
was through keeping a research journal. I maintained a research journal from the very
beginning of my research process in which I outlined my thought processes, my feelings
and why I made certain decisions. The journal keeping approach allowed me
opportunities to record my initial thoughts when my father was diagnosed with lung
cancer during the final stage.of compjling my dissertaticn,-l-thought:."Why now God?",
feelings such as: "Lord I am overwhelmed, but pleose help me to stay focus,...were some
of the reactions and decisions, which resulted in me becoming m6re determined to make
a success of my studies.

Research journaling enabled me to look back at my thoughts, feelings and experiences
and to analyse the factors behind those decision-making processes as well as to see how
nnythought process changed throughout the course ofthe research project. Darra (2008)
and Goodrum and Keys (2007) support the journal keeping approach and argue that
personal journals or diaries can be valuable and relatively a simple way for researchers to
work through and ackn'owledge their thoughts, feelings and theroles they play within the
research context and it is also helpful in managing distress, sadness and release emotions
(Goodrum & Keys, 2007). As a young social science researcher doing qualitative research, I

Iooked at related aspects of reflexivity. Among the aspects of reflexivity, I discussed
theoretical perspective, including ontology and epistemology aspects, interpersonal and
institutional context of research and emotional response in methodology i.e. collecting,
analysis and interpreting of data.

2. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

The theory of Gender and Power was used as a theoretical point of departure and to find
sensitising concepts to steer the data collection. The theory of gender and power, as
conceptualised by Connell (1987) and then reworked by Wingood and DiClemente (1998)
posits thet three majcr structures typify gendereC relationships, nemely:1) The sexua!
division of labour; 2) The sexual division of power, and 3) The structure of cathexis
(Wingood & DiClemente 1998). The three structures serve to explain the cultural bound
gender roles assumed by men and women (DiClemente & Wingwood,2000),
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The above structures are said to exist at two different levels, that is, the societal and

institutional level. The highest level in which the structures are embedded is the societerl

level. Furthermore, the three structures are rooted in society through abstract, historic;rl

ancl socio-political forces that consistently segregate power and ascribe social norms

based on gender-determined roles. The structures remain intact even though the society

is changing (DiClemente & Wingwood, 2O0O). The three structures are also evident at

social institutions that include: schools, worksites or industries, families, relationships'

religious institutions, the medical system, the media etc. ln the social institutions the

three structures are 'mainiain, foi" exarnple, through unequal pay for comparable work

where women doing the same work as men but are paid less than men: the imbalances of

control within relationships and at places of work'

According to Mauthner & Doucet (2003, p.a24 "human beings are viewed as

interdependent and as embedded in a complex web of intimate and larger socierl

relations". This ontological view of things emphasizes the issue of social relation which

also shape people the way they make decisions. Mauthner and Doucet (2003) state' that

they have just recently appreciated and interrogate the epistemological and ontological

assumptions of subjects and subjectivities that informed both their research and the data

analysis method they used. Mauther and Doucet (2003, p'a}al argue that research "which

relies on the interpretation of subject's accounts can only make sense with a high degree

of reflexivity and awareness about epistemology, theoretical and ontological conceptions

of subjects and subjectivities that bear on their research practices and analytical

processes".

2,7 lnterpersonal and lnstitutional Context of Research

On the interpersonal context of research, Mauthner and Doucet (2003) state that the

choices researchers make concerns ontological and epistemological positioning,

methodological and theoretical perspective, and the adoption of particular research

methods are bound up not only with our personal or academic biographies, nor are they

motivated exclusively by intellectual concerns. According to Neuman (2007, p' 120)

,'qualitative researchers' are more interested in authenticity, than validity' Authenticity

means giving a fair, honest and balanced account of social life from the viewpoint of

someone who lives it every day". I found it imperative to understand the experiences of

the participants from their point of view. Primary data was collected mainly through in-

depth face-to-face interviews. A semi-structured interview schedule was used and the

interviews were taPe-recorded.

I personally transcribed the tape-recorded interviews' ln the further enhancement of the

data, the research participants were invited to chronicle their stories about abuse and

female vulnerability to HIV- infections in personal journals' This was to allow the

participants the opportunity to add to their stories in a curnulative way and in their own

time so that their narration was not restricted to the interview setting and process only'

During and after the interviews, I recorded the field notes about the reactions and
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observationsofboththeparticipants.andtheinterviewerinaresearchjournal.Befittinga
qualitative study, a ,."fin,rnli"r of intervie*"", *"t" recruited and interviewed until

;;;;i;;. of the keY themes was reached'

Themesthatemergedfromthequalitativeinterviewdataweretransformedintoanalysis'
Thecredibilityofthedata-generationp,o."-,,*,,unh"n.edandprotectedthrough
immersion in tl.,e n"rrui"" "t1r.r" 

research olri'.ior",t. *"T?n l2oo7' p' 249) explains

that ,,field researchers depend on what *"rlu"r, tell them' This makes the credibility of

members and their ,;;";; frrt ot ,"lir;;;;y-.i;ld researchers takes subjectivitv and

contextintoaccountastheyevaluatecredibility,,.Theopen-endednessofnarrative
research is the strengrr1 ", 

ir.,"'r""thod, and there is no primary method for assessment of

validity and reliabilitv (overcash' 2091\)i;;a;i* In"tf'oat lend themselves to a holistic

view of human u*p"riin.". Oveicash (2003, pi82t'stdtgslh"r"as with all research' one

final test of validity "-,.i1, "r*"rv 
trr" ruiiiiv J,r'," researcher to determine whether

there is something "J""r."r 
or generally ;;; *nh ,r'tu data"' consistency has been

achieved in the intervi"*. uv using the ir,"rri"rJr.hedule, the use of a secure setting in

vuhich the interviews nr"r" .""ar.,"4 ,na ir," ure of the participants' own writing' Rolfe

(2006,p.305)"*pn"'i'"'thetrustworthinessof'qualitativework'whichencompasses:
o credibility, *ftltft is comparable with internal validity;

c dependability, which is the same as reliability;

o transferabiliiV, which is similar to externalvalidity; and

. confcjrmability ' -

ThenarrationsgeneratedpresentedacredibleoverviewoflivedexperiencesofGBV.The
transferabili,, of ,n" iuo'*., "rulu"t"a 

in t",., of the meaningfulness of the findings'

Rolfe (2006, p.gogi J"tt"'u'' Qualitv j'Jt;;;";t "nt"il ' 
subiective 'reading' of the

research text, and the responsibility for ;;;;"* research lies with the reader rather

than with the writer oi the'reporu with tlre-Jonrrrrl-", of the research rather than with the

researchers themselves' This does "* ;;;;u th" 
'u'""rchers 

from appraising the

qualityoftheirown*o,k,butrather,u,,u,*.r.utthereadingsoftheresearcherscarry
no more authority than those of the consumers of that research'

Ontheinstitutionalcontextofresearch'lvaluedthesupport'guidanceand
encouragement from my superviso, ., ,ioii", resource that.was beneficial throughout

the research process. According to tves ";;;;16 
(2005) and Murphy,.Bain and lonrad

(2007) a good *","n];;;",r,ion]r.ip *itn ,irpl-ruiJ* arrine the research process is vital

fot. 
" 

,"r"rr.h student's academic progress'

Duringrnymasterstudieslexperiencedmysupervisor,ssupportnotonlyasaguideand
assisting me, but rr-r"."""" who offereJ',a degree of support not only on the academic

achievement or progress of me " '. '";;;;";' 
-uut 

'n" 
also focussed on the whole

personthroughu",",,,*o"theticand,,,o"',.i""."facademicandnon-academicaspects
ofmylife,especiallyduringthe.times*r."nrhadamajoroperationatthebeginningof
rny studies ,"d d;;llori*, dad and ,y urott]"r-in-law.towards the end of my studies

v,ihen I had to fi";l;;; .y airr"rt"tion for exam submission' I drew increasingly on my
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academic supervisor and mentor's work and school of thought and thus deeply shaped
my methodological, theoretical, epistemological and ontological contours of my thinking
and dissertation.

My intellectual development reflected the availability, support and commitment of my
academic mentor and intimately connected to the interpersonal, political and institutional
contexts of my research. This kind of support from my research supervisor was important
throughoutthe research journeyfor me to feel that lwas supported and that Iwas able to
approach my supervisor at any stage throughout the study to gain support. I benefitted a
lot from the healthy working relationship with my supervisor, but it was also important
for me to see a private counsellor especially during the periods that I lost my father and
brother-in-law. The counselling sessions with the private counsellor were another method
for me to deal with my personal losses as well as with the emotional burden of sensitive
research as it granted me the opportunity to debrief, to hear and recognize why I felt the
way and it also allowed me the opportunity to receive support and advice (Goodrum, e,t
a\,2007). The counselling sessions with the private counsellor helped restore a sense of
psychological and emotional wellbeing (Howarth, 19gg).

3. EMOTIOT\IAL RESPOfiISE TO METFIODOLOGY

ln research, the emotional response from the researcher in collecting, analysing and
interpreting data can also shape the research process. Hearing, typing, reading and coding
th-e stories of the participanti frE?e an'exhiustive exercise foi me. lt was:impoitant for me
to protect myself from stress and burnout by spacing the interviews with the participants
in order to allow myself some time to process each individual interview before attempting
to move to the next one.

The spacing of the interviews allowed me time to keep up with transcription of the
interviews while the data was still fresh in my mind. I transcribed after every interview
and needed to undergo debriefing sessions. As a protection mechanism in prevention of
stress and burnout, I took some time off doing photography. I ensured my own emotional
safety (and by extension that of my research participants) by arranging appropriate
debriefing sessions in consultation with my mentor. I was the insider in the qualitative
research, telling the story to the outsiders without imposing my own conceptuarl
frameworks with the hope that the findings of my research may assist decision-makers to
understand better the situation of working women's perceptions and experiences of
power, GBV and HIV-infection risks.

As a first time data collector in academic research, I was surrounded by a feeling of
anxiousness not knowing what the reactions of the participants would be. I was
astounded by the amounts of data that I generated. As Malacrida states (2007, p.133G)
"although much of the literature focus on the goals of transcription technique, little
attention is paid to the difficulties of the emotional labour involved in transcribing,,. Like
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in the case of Mauthner and Doucei !ioo=J' 
I found :'?"ior:-11'o"J,.l'lrTt1iliii;;ri

f *fi1ff rl*itnknlllt*"T*i:""T:1'"-I'"'l;"odrrcu"oY:"
without the guidanc"l"i-rrpp"rt of an "-O"n""i"a 

academic supervisor' As Malacrida

(2007) noted, it i, .f"., I',"i'*"rLi"S *,* "."ii""'ity 
aitt"Uing materials was difficult

ror the junior resear.;,;';;"i""011T- l:il'jl"',1"j"Xi::::il'il T:""il1["*.1','l
;;sensitive issue that is whY it was tm1 ' terpreted ".:",i1i"i.::

11,"T'il:r"?I*il[*:*;tr:?"'l;"1]ili::"*iI:'H;:;*;;'i;;"'
.,i"in,rinua for data management'

4, USSOTUS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FgBYg!|NG

RESEARCHERS

part of my commitment in undertaking emotionally-laden and,sensitive research in my

ro e as a ru -, me "J;h;;;;;; -:::#;i*::lllUlll;:"ffi'[i'"illilii:
."r" o".rrule burdens and challens"t *t::IJl;Ir';ficted to be an independent

[#[::,"T']J:1'J:,1:,t*:':1']Tlilii:::"fi!Fi"'*i,.;,rescrbed
- and recommendeo "t"*'i'Jto 

enhance 
" 

uni"ttt"nding of the subject matter'

Furthermore,criticalanalysiialsomeahtthatt.hadtocompareand-centlag!.different
views with *, o*nlJ had to u.u "rrrpt"' 

to illustrate my own understanding to argue

rny own opinion r'"riin" subject.r,a"'J. *n,i'i"*O"t'""ted' was not something new'

but somethine .hu._l,h'er researche,,.i"io," and manY.to come after me would

experience' ror thl o"oot"' of my' "tt"''i'""rtation' 
theory played a key role in

strengthenin, ,n"'orJ*,;" oir"r"ur.r,. ;;"; ,l' d"ron"'ut",tt"'tt i was able to identifv

appropriate '"'"":'';;;;';;;'; 
select-';";;;;;;"'---t-1[Tli"T::H::'"::"[:::

informative a""''ot'on't 
-oiinu 

topit' analysed and interpret

aPProPriate recommendations'

F,e.ective journa'ng, a hearthv worgil"l":;l'i:i,IJ'::::':ff:i:[:"i;'::il'"'li'il:
i"i"i"i"*t and transcribing of intervte

corner stones in the academic progress ;", il O*tf'"f""i*f tnl 
""noitonal 

well-being of

a resdarcher 0,,,"* ir''" ,."'"'i'r'-t'"'"-;it,ni:iffl ':nt:::"::[i"j:i::J";
contact with my appointed supervisch 

supervision meetings and typing these up after a

.n""tinBt' Keeping noiesduring t":":t:;;;, .na u-.'iting mY supervisor a co?]l were

rneeting, keepinia file for'y- oY: 
part of personal a"'"top*"nt into a Professional

some of the important things to do' I

researcher '' 
o'll"it* """' 

*"'n '"'t[it"i"""'""tn"t 
h" ih" time and resources to

rneet deadlin"r.'O, u'nouice research;;';;is not expecteJ to get everything right the

first time'



5. CONJCLUSION

As an early career researcher, one needs strategies to alleviate anxiety before, during and

after the study.

This was done through appropriate debriefing sessions in consultation with rny supervisor

and mentor. Reflexive approaches ensure emotional safety of researchers ancj foster

opportunities for emancipatory consciousness among research team members

(Malacrida, 2OO7l. The same researcher, Malacrida (2007), states that ethical

considerations to a research is very important for engaging in reflexivity, she argues foi an

ethics of emotional care and support for research tearn members. Engaging in reflexivity

does not only ensure ethical approaches to interpreting the lives of others, but also the

emotional safety of the researcher. Reflexive approach to the research process has the

potential to construct emancipatory knowledge for research consumers and create a

positive change in the consciousness of researchers themselves. Computerised data

analysis programmes for qualitative research are unreflective therefore human mind is

needed to supplement and complement reflexivity account, that will give a clear picture

for describing what is said by participants, the voice of the people. lt is the hope that this

reflective account on my journey as a novice researcher could provide some insight and

alert other early career researchers on the importance of reflexivity in qualitative data

analysis.
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